Abstract-On the base of satellites' circulate rule, Galileo system simulation software is exploited and operated in the paper. The capability of Galileo navigation and positioning is analyzed and validated thought positioning precision in five different areas is computed. These demonstrates clear know about good capability of positioning all over the world.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the acceleration of European's Galileo system network, the world will have four satellite systems coexistence. The scholars had a large nu mber of simulation study about the influencing factors of Galileo navigation and positioning and the combination of Global Positioning System (GPS), BDS and Galileo's.
In this paper, there is the simulation and analysis of Galileo positioning accuracy in different latitude regions in the Asia-pacific region, thus it can preliminary argued the positioning performance of this system in the Asia-pacific region.
II. SATELLITE CONST ELLATION SIMULATION PRINCIPLES
The simulation purpose was to get the satellite 3D coordinate of the fixed coordinate system. According to the Kepler's theorem, if the Kepler's six parameters are known, the satellite coordinates in the orbit coordinate system can be got. The mathematical models are as follow: The city where the five representative to locate the simulation calculat ion had been chose in this paper. See the table below.
International 
is the tangent plane normal vector of receiver position as the point of tangency and tangent to the earth ellipsoid. Among them,
coordinates of receiver in the ground fixed coordinate; ,, abc is the parameters of ellipsoid 3) The angle between the direction and the above normal vector is computed. Because the receiver can only receive the satellite signal that angle is greater than 15 degree, so the angle must be less than 75 degree.
According to the above principle, we had got the satellite visible situation of these five cities in one day as shown in Tab. 3. Fro m Tab. 3, the number of satellites in low latitudes than in high latitudes and mid-lat itude regions, especially most number in equatorial regions. And there are the same distributions of high and middle latitude regions.
B. PDOP Analysis
The basic principle formula of satellite positioning is:
is the distance between the satellite and receiver k in j mo ment. Based on least squares principle, the power inverse matrix could be got from eq. 5. 
So PDOP was got: Fro m Fig. 1 , we can see the PDOP value distribution of the different areas in one day is roughly the same. PDOP value is about 2.0. It indicates that Galileo system in Asia-pacific region has a great navigation and positioning performance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Through the simulation comparison of Galileo system, we find that Galileo system has a great positioning performance. But now Galileo system is assembling, many problems which need be studied will be verified after the system built.
